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Abstract
Goal models proved their importance in several disciplines and fields of application. However,
most goal modeling support tools are mainly biased toward requirements engineering. This
paper presents a new conceptual tool “iTactic.” iTactic supports decision-making and tactics
based on goal modeling. The tool defines a strategy in terms of a goal model using i* terminology.
The employed evaluation method is based on the analogy to system models of control systems,
accounting for input and output values at each point in time. iTactic goes beyond goal model
evaluation and provides room for costs in its data model, providing a basis for comparing
the expected success from different strategy implementation alternatives to the cost of these
alternatives.
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1. Introduction

Policymakers establish both short and long-term strategies, usually sparkling debates.
Therefore, it is desirable to find metrics for the expected success of such strategies. Many
available methodologies can help at this stage of decision-making, including Cost-Benefit
Analysis, Payoff Tables, Decision Trees, and Analytic Hierarchy Process. Unfortunately,
these methodologies cannot answer some questions regarding a specific strategy like:
“What is the expected success?”, “When do we expect that success to happen?”, “What
will be the cost?” and “Is this the optimal time and cost?” It is then needed to find a
systematic way to predict the performance of a strategy. For example, it would be helpful
to predict that Policy X will have a good start but a mediocre end; but Policy Y will
appear cumbersome at the beginning; nevertheless, it will yield better results in the end.

In this paper, we introduce iTactic, a new tool to support strategic decision-making
based on goal model evaluation. The framework and the theoretical bases are detailed in [1].
Other qualitative and quantitative approaches for goal model evaluations in both [2]
and [3] assign initial labels or values representing the satisfaction level to leaf goals.
These labels or values are then propagated upwards towards the final goal. Quantitative
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approaches based on fuzzy logic have been presented in [4] and [5]. A quantitative
approach for evaluating KAOS-based goal models was introduced based on a probabilistic
model to represent partial satisfaction of the goals presented in [6]. GeNIe Modeler[7]
provides a similar concept to goal model evaluation but also relies on a probabilistic
model and does not support the goals’ nodes to form cycles.

These mentioned satisfaction analysis techniques consider only what value the final goal
will eventually take, ignoring the time profile of satisfaction levels of both leaf goals (the
inputs) and the root goal (the output). Additionally, these techniques ignore the nature
of specific goal satisfaction dynamics, e.g., the required time for goals to be satisfied after
their precedents were fully satisfied. Other research works, e.g. in [8] and [9], consider
the time domain for goal satisfaction levels and even for the structure of the goal model
itself. Nevertheless, these researches still don’t account for the natural propagation delay
in goal satisfaction.

In the selected framework for strategy evaluation, a strategy is modeled in terms of an
i*-like goal model. The strategy’s final goal and other intermediate goals are treated as i*
softgoals. Tasks are the leaf nodes in the goal model, and they are the original source of
the contribution. This contribution is specified for each task in terms of a pre-estimated
curve named the success curve. The success curve defines how the task will develop
success. Another curve to be specified for each task is the cost curve which also specifies
how the cost will be distributed along the task execution time.

In iTactic, positive and negative contribution relationships are the only supported
relationships among goals or from tasks to goals. The framework accepts the contribution
relationships to form cycles in the goal model. The individual success of a task propagates
to participate in the success curve of the final goal. On the other hand, the cost curve of
the final goal can be computed algebraically. Comparing the cost and success curves for
the final goal of different policies provides a means for choosing the best decision to take.

2. Tool Objectives

iTactic is used to prove the novel concept in [1]. That concept ties the control system
model to the goal modeling. iTactic is designed specifically to address:

1. Graphical editing goal models in accordance with i* terminology.
2. Extending the i* softgoal data model to accommodate the extended attributes:

softgoal responsiveness and weights from the contributing nodes.
3. Extending the i* task data model to accommodate the entry of cost and success

curves.
4. Graphical data entry of the extended attributes.
5. Providing an interactive graphical user interface to start the evaluation of different

combinations of tasks based on task inclusion or exclusion.
6. Evaluating the resultant success curve of the final goal based on state-space repre-

sentation according to the methodology that is detailed in [10].
7. Calculating the resultant cost curve of the final goal.
8. Visualizing the resultant cost/success curves for the goal model final softgoal.



3. Internal Design

Based on the analogy of goal models to system models of control systems, the used goal
model evaluation is based on the state-space representation. This allows the accounting
of values at each point in time for the inputs and the output. The details of the method
along with the used algorithms are stated in [10].

State-space representation has a mature open-source implementation in the signal
module of SciPy which is a Python library for scientific computing. This drove iTactic
to use Python as the foundation programming language. Python also provides a myriad
of facilities for matrix representation, graphical user interface, and data visualization.
PyQt [11] is the python binding of the prominent graphical user interface toolkit Qt which
has been adopted by iTactic and used extensively. All package dependencies of iTactic
are listed in Table 1.

Table 1
iTactic package dependencies

Dependency Version Purpose

1 PyQt 5.15.7 Graphical user interface based on the Qt library
2 NumPy 1.23.0 Computation library, used mainly for matrices implementation and

manipulation
3 SciPy 1.8.1 Python library for scientific and technical computing, used for

state-space simulation
4 matplotlib 3.5.2 Python library for Graph visualization for displaying various curves

iTactic attempts to separate the presentation layer of the application from the internal
data model presentation and computations layer. This is achieved by the segregation
of classes into gui namespace and model namespace. Among the classes in the gui
namespace is the gui.Scene class, which inherits PyQt5.QtWidgets.QGraphicsScene.
The primary task of this class is to populate the graphical nodes and relations (the
gui.graphics.* classes inheriting from QGraphicsItem) from the model.Document class.
The class diagram of the graphical elements of the goal model is shown in Figure 1.

From the class diagram it can be indicated that while the tool supports actor nodes, it
does not support dependencies in its current version. Therefore, it cannot currently be
used for Strategic Dependency models as indicated in [12].

JSON format has been chosen for saving the model as computer files. It allows for
external editing by text editors and gives chance for possible interoperability with other
modeling tools.

For handling mouse events inside the QGraphicView which is the widget that hosts the
goal model, an object-oriented approach is used based on a concept of an interactor. An
interactor is an object that handles user events like mouse and keyboards. The naming
matches a similar concept used by ILOG Views, which was a famous object-oriented
C++ toolkit for graphical user interface and data visualization in the 1990s and 2000s.
Another notable task of the gui.Scene is dispatching keyboard and mouse events to the
gui.interactors.Interactor subclasses that define the user interface behavior. The
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Figure 1: The Class Diagram of iTactic Graphical Elements

class diagram of the implemented interactors for manipulating various goal model elements
is shown in Figure 2.
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4. Using iTactic

The general steps for using iTactic are:

1. Develop the goal model that represents the strategy to achieve the final goal.
2. For each goal, define the responsiveness parameter and the weights of contributions

from other goals or tasks. Weights should sum up to the value of 1.0.
3. For each task, determine the best cost and success curve parameters that best match

its expected performance. The supported types are Linear and Sigmoid. Additional
parameters are required according to the type as seen in Figure 3:

• Linear type: The “Start” parameter specifies when the linear period of cost/success
starts and the “End” parameter specifies when that period ends.

• Sigmoid type: The “Hump” value of the curve, which specifies the center of the
curve that corresponds to the point in time with the maximum rate of change
in the curve, and to set the “Speed” value to specify how sharp the curve will
look like

4. Start evaluation of the goal model and define strategy implementation alternatives
by selecting combinations of tasks as seen in Figure 4). The simulation is instantly
re-executed, and the output success and cost curves are shown allowing the user to
review the expected cost and success curves of the final goal for these combinations.

Figure 3: The dialog box of the cost/success details of a softgoal



Figure 4: The dialog box of the simulation dialog

5. Conclusions and Ongoing Work

iTactic is a tool that is capable of editing i* goal models. It also introduced novel
evaluation capabilities that facilitates identifying strategy implementation alternative
by task inclusion/exclusion. The output of an alternative in iTactic is represented as
the cost/success curves of the final goal of the goal model. The resultant cost/success
curves carry insights about the expected performance of the strategy implementation
alternatives, hence supporting decision-making.

However, the current version supports only the basic parts of the i* language. Currently,
it supports all node types but the relationship types are limited to contributions. This is
due to the fact that the employed evaluation algorithm uses the state-space representation
which requires linear relations only. A possible future work can address this limitation
possibly by linearization techniques.

The underlying method for goal model evaluation supports any time series for the
cost/success curves of tasks. However, the current version of the tool supports graphical-
based data entry of only curves that are either linear or sigmoid-like. More options
for cost/success curves since are currently being studied to be supported in a next
version. Other planned enhancements of the tool include modeling and handling of
interdependencies among tasks, and implementing cost/success curves’ alternatives for
tasks. Ongoing work is currently being done also to provide internal interoperability with
other i* tools by importing and exporting files in common formats, e.g. iStarML [13] or
piStar’s JSON [14].
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